Dear Parents & Students

CIRCULAR  Boys Section

We have received strong complaints from the Dammam Municipality stating that our students are destroying many of the fittings, equipments etc in the public park very close to the school. Really the park near the school is a blessing especially the track prepared there for the sports students to practice track events under the supervision of the teachers. But students immediately after the disbursal at 1.30 p.m. rush to the park in big groups and they are destroying the things. The Municipality people have taken photographs of the students who are destroying the things. They have approached the school along with the police and intimated that if this is repeated the students involving in such destructive activities will be directly taken by the police to the police station for custody. It will bring a very difficult situation for the students, parents and the school officials. Not only that because of the destructive activities of few students the entire students community, the school and the entire community in the Eastern Province is getting the bad name from the government officials. Thus it is to inform you strictly that no students should go the park during the morning or afternoon hours without getting clear permission from the school officials. Students should not go for the practice also if they are not accompanied by the teachers. If anybody is observed doing so against these instructions strict action will be taken. Parents are also requested to advise your wards strictly on this issue in order to avoid any difficulties in future.

With regards

Dr E K MOHAMMED SHAFFE
Principal & H.O.I.